. Equivalent current dipole (ECD) source reconstruction on simulated model travelling waves. (A)Top: Ground truth dipole positions used to simulate a Global (left), Local (middle) and 2-phase-lagged (right) travelling waves. Bottom: activation cosine functions used to simulate travelling waves over one cycle (100 ms). The travelling wave is modelled using either 12 (Global and Local travelling waves) or 2 (2-dipole phase-lagged travelling wave) concurrent dipoles whose activations across time are governed by a cosine function with consistent phase differences. Color code represents dipole position. The Global wave is produced by spatially separated dipoles, whereas the Local wave originates from overlapping dipoles with different spatial orientations. The 2 phase-lagged travelling wave is produced by two separated sources with a fixed phase-lag between them of π/2 (bold red and green activation functions). (B) Forward modelling was applied to the three simulated travelling waves (ground truth). Six topographic representations of successive time samples for Global (top), Local (middle) and 2-dipole phase-lagged (bottom) travelling waves illustrate the propagation of the wave on the scalp. Color code represents the strength of field distribution (arbitrary units). (C) Source reconstruction of the scalp projection of simulated travelling waves illustrated in B. Single equivalent current dipole modeling of simulated Global (left), Local (middle) and 2 phaselagged (bottom) travelling waves was applied on un-rectified (top, No-rectification) and rectified topographical data (bottom, Positive rectification) at 12 distinct time points within a cycle. Dipole length represents the wellness of fit for the corresponding time point. Color code represents the 12 time samples that covered a single cycle of a simulated travelling wave. In conclusion, the positive rectification method provides the most accurate fitting results when the scalp pattern (in B) is actually produced by a Global travelling wave in cortex (ground truth in A). In contrast, the non-rectification method provides the best fitting results when the scalp pattern (in B) is caused by either Local or 2-dipole phase-lagged travelling waves (ground truth in A). As the ground truth for our experiments is unknown, both methods must be used when fitting dipole sources to the scalp travelling wave. Related to Figure 1D and Figure 3B . Figure 1C . Size of each dipole represents wellness of fit for the fitted time point, which ranged from 74 % -95 %; dipole color represents the phase of the wave at electrode POz at the fitted time point (see STAR-Methods for more details). Both the positiverectified and the unrectified fitting methods place the wave in occipito-parietal regions. As expected (see Figure S4) , the travelling wave appears to propagate over a larger cortical extent using the positive-rectified method compared to the unrectified method. Related to Figure 1D and Figure 3B . Figure 3B . Size of each dipole represents wellness of fit for the fitted time point, which ranged from 71 % -93 %; dipole color represents the phase of the wave at electrode POz at the fitted time point (see STAR-Methods for more details). The overall spatiotemporal patterns of dipoles are consistent with those observed in Experiment 1 (Figure S3 ), except that occipitoparietal regions here are systematically activated in the hemisphere contralateral to the stimulus location, in line with the retinotopic organization of visual cortex. As previously (Figure S2 ), the travelling wave appears to propagate over a larger cortical extent when using the positive-rectified method compared to the unrectified method. Related to Figure 1D and Figure 3B .
